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There was a king who had twelve beautiful daughters…

…every night, their room is securely locked…

…they rose and opened their drawers and boxes and took out all their fine clothes…

…and dressed themselves at the mirror…

…the princesses had all been dancing…

...if any person could discover their secret...

...I am sure some mischance will befall us...

...and clapped her hands, and the bed sank into the floor and a trap-door flew open...

...All is not right; someone took hold of my gown....

...did not you hear that noise?

…It is only our princes, who are shouting for joy at our approach…

...for the soles of their shoes were full of holes...

...the boat seems very heavy today...

...they danced on till three o’ clock in the morning, and then all their shoes were worn out,
so that they were obliged to leave...

Dimitris Dassios
Dimitris Dassios is one of the most active fashion designers in Greece, with an excessive presence in numerous significant
fashion boutiques, galleries and modern art centers worldwide.
He was born in Athens, where he studied Political Science and then he was trained as an actor and classical singer. While
he was establishing a longstanding career in the National Opera House, Dimitris Dassios was equally active in the design of
costume jewelries, accessories and garments.
Dassios collections are constantly being presented in the fashion weeks of New York, Milan and Paris and are included in
the most high-end fashion boutiques all over the world.
Inspired by the Hellenic culture, as well as the cultures of other civilizations, Dimitris Dassios combines in his designs
authentic, traditional, handmade and precious embroideries and materials. His identity can be characterized as “luxury
ethnic chic”, but on the same time is contemporary and dynamic due to the innovating design of his clothes and the absence
of folklore elements.
The work that is presented on Dimitris Dassios’ clothes is often described as “Art” and he is the favorite designer of galleries
and museums. His collections are always included in exhibitions related to the history of costumes, tradition, and he is
personally interested in collaborations with photographers and artists because always art and tradition are the fundamentals
of his inspiration.
Indicatively, some of the exhibitions that he has participated are: Ptychoseis = Folds + Pleats, Endyesthai (To dress), Beyond
Dress Code, Patterns of Magnificence Tradition and reinvention in Greek Women Costume, Doulamas the Magnificent,
Orlando, Inner Outfits, and others.
www.facebook.com/dimitris.dassios
www.facebook.com/dassiosartfashion
@dimitris.dassios
www.dassios.com
info@dassios.com

Ioanna Paraskeva
Ioanna Paraskeva is a successful professional in the business administration field, widely travelled with diverse experiences,
images and influences, active and at the same time a restless spirit, with an inherent call to Art.
Her studies are related to business management, she is a Quality Auditor and she has been working for 19 years in Shipping
and over the last 7 years in the investment industry.
Her relation with art is innate and, as she says, Art was always part of her life. Sculpting was an area that always attracted
her interest, but that wasn’t enough. Her restless character led her to new experiments and combinations of materials and
techniques. In her need to express herself through art, she dares to combine techniques and materials, sometimes even
quite opposite to each other (such as clay and concrete).
Her sculptures are easily recognizable as they are characterized by the intense movement, plasticity and expression of the
feminine figure, wandering the mind into something ethereal and mysterious.
Each of her creations is original and unique, as she first makes the main body on the armature and then uses carving technique
to sculpt the details. She never uses molds, nor produces molds out of them, something that makes the sculpture “one of a
kind”. Her works are signed and are accompanied by a certificate which guarantees their uniqueness.
Due to the fact that outside they are delicate and fragile, she makes sure that their metal armature reaches even to the finest point.
Her collaboration with Dimitris Dassios at Evripides Art Gallery was an excellent opportunity to present to the wider Greek
audience her work, which has already traveled to the United States and Russia, where she has given also master classes,
followed by excellent reviews.
www.facebook.com/joartdolls
@ioanna.paraskeva
www.ioannaparaskeva.com
joartdolls@gmail.com

Eleftheria Deko
Eleftheria Deko is a lighting designer and Professor at the Theatre Department of the School of Fine Arts of the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, teaching Stage Lighting since 2005.
She has designed the lighting of more than 450 plays, music and dance performances, operas, multimedia shows, art
installations and exhibitions, for which she has received great reviews and awards including the Woman Artist of the Year
2009 for her contribution to the arts as a lighting designer, in Greece. She has also worked as a lighting designer for
several International festivals and has taught lighting designing at New York University (1990-92). Teaching credits include
her teaching at the post Graduate program of Hellenic Open University (2012-14).
Since 2000 she is working in the field of architectural lighting having designed the lighting of numerous public and private
spaces in Greece and abroad: museums, hotels, cultural centers, landscape areas, private homes, etc. Recently she is
awarded for her lighting design a 1st prize at the Darc awards architectural 2018.
A significant moment in her career has been her participation in the Olympic Games Athens 2004 as the Lighting Designer
and Director for the Opening and Closing Ceremonies. For the Opening she has been awarded an EMMY award by the
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences at the 2004-2005 Primetime Emmy awards in L.A., in the category of Outstanding
Lighting Direction.
www.facebook.com/eleftheria.deko
www.edeko.gr
info@edeko.gr

...Where do my twelve daughters dance at night?

